
GIFT IDEAS 2017



Milan with 
an Aroma 
of Chocolate
Milan’s greatest chocolate story 
began in 1913 in Via De Cristoforis, 
where Zaini Milano is still found today, 
a place where time is stands still 
in a suggestive atmosphere with 
the seductive aroma of chocolate.

Come and visit us 
or contact us

Via De Cristoforis 5 Milano
tel. 02.694914449
ideeregalo@zainimilano.com

mailto:ideeregalo@zainimilano.com


Since 1913 the historic chocolate maker 
Zaini Milano has been making products 
that conjure up the spirit of the past in 
their design, but are offered in a carefully 
reworked modern version.  In this way the 
pleasure, elegance and feeling of a unique 
and refined product is still contemporary, 
making you think about who you like to 
share it with. We have many solutions for 
an ideal gift which you can choose from, 
but we are also ready to help should you 
wish to have something special created. 
Come and see us or get in touch and we’ll 
find the best way to give your chocolate 
gifts an original touch. 

A Tradition 
of Taste



An elegant wooden box with 8 different 
chocolate bars. The period images of the 
Founders are reproduced in a modern key 
as little works of pop art. The chocolate bar 
varieties include chocolate with crystallised 
rose petals, caramel popcorn, full roasted 
pistachio nuts, pink pepper berries, 
Persian blue salt and violet flowers. 

Tradition 
and Fantasy 

Wooden box with 8 Founder bars 50 € 

Romantic festive chocolate bars 
to hang on the Christmas tree as a new 
and sweet decoration. The bars offer an 
original coupling of taste with pleasant 
sugar Christmas decorations. 

Festive 
Chocolate Bars

Christmas chocolate bars in dark 
or milk chocolate 6,10 € each

An original jute bag in a Christmas version 
with straw and red ribbon to tie up lots 
of sweet treats: pralines, chocolate bars,
 jams and the ever-present panettone. 

A Bagful
of Wishes

Jute bag packs starting from 35 € 



This is the Zaini Milano version of an 
advent calendar showing the historic 
Milan building where our chocolate 
factory with its inviting window displays 
is located. It shows a Christmas version 
of the historic building with 24 windows 
to be opened that offer a little sweet 
treat every day until Christmas day. 

Waiting 
for Christmas

Advent  calendar Box 20 € 

The cribs are made from caramel jelly 
in two magic and surprising versions: 
a glass jar that can be a table 
decoration full of sweetness and 
atmosphere or a box containing all 
the characters of the traditional crib, 
including the Three Kings. 

Sweet 
Christmas Cribs

Glass jar cribs 25 € 
Box cribs 20 € 



Christmas Tree 
and Panettone...
and Christmas 
is already here 
Panettone - the classic symbol of the 
Christmas table. It is home produced from 
the traditional recipe using first class 
ingredients, natural yeast base and no 
emulsifiers or preservatives. There is also 
a large chocolate biscuit in the shape of a 
Christmas tree with decorations in sugar 
icing in a beautiful gift box. 

Panettone 3 kg (90 €) • 1 kg (36 €) 500 g (19 €) • 100 g (5 €) • Biscuit 9,50 € 

In our characteristic wooden box with the Zaini Milano brand name engraved 
on it, you can create a mix of your favourite products. Choosing the best of our 
products means a personalised made to measure solution that takes all your 
wishes and preferences into account. 

Zaini Milano made to Measure 



Christmas 
Boxes 
You can choose our already packed boxes 
available at different prices or choose 
to put them together to satisfy individual 
tastes and surprise your friends 
and customers (starting at 45 €). 

Box 20x30x15 composition of 45 €

Box 30x40x20 composition of 65 € Box 30x40x20 composition of 90 €



A Basket of Sweet Wishes 
This Christmas pack takes us back to another time when delicious items 
were transported from home in wicker baskets. Inside these you’ll find 
a delicious surprise: the best of the Zaini Milano chocolate factory. 
This double gift will make amazing Christmas wishes. 

Zaini Milano offers a home delivery service in the Milan area. Deliveries will be 
dispatched a few days after the order acceptance. 
The delivery charge is15 € for Milan, 20€ for Milan district, with VAT and insurance 
included. Prices are understood to be for a maximum delivery of four packs to one 
address. For amounts over this the delivery charge will be communicated beforehand. 

What about Delivery?

BASKET 25X40X50 composition 150 €
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